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Abstract: Remote sensing image processing engaged researchers’ attentiveness
in recent years, especially classification. The main problem in classification is
the ratio of the correct predictions after training. Feature extraction is the
foremost important step to build high-performance image classifiers. The
convolution neural networks can extract images’ features that significantly
improve the image classifiers’ accuracy. This paper proposes two efficient
approaches for remote sensing images classification that utilizes the concate-
nation of two convolution channels’ outputs as a features extraction using
two classic convolution models; these convolution models are the ResNet 50
and the DenseNet 169. These elicited features have been used by the fully
connected neural network classifier and support vector machine classifier as
input features. The results of the proposed methods are compared with other
antecedent approaches in the same experimental environments. Evaluation is
based on learning curves plotted during the training of the proposed classifier
that is based on a fully connected neural network and measuring the overall
accuracy for the both proposed classifiers. The proposed classifiers are used
with their trained weights to predict a big remote sensing scene’s classes for
a developed test. Experimental results ensure that, compared with the other
traditional classifiers, the proposed classifiers are further accurate.
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1 Introduction

With the quick evolution of communications, remote sensing images were known after the advent
of cameras and satellites. For transacting with the nature of these images, it is required to process
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this type of images. Classification is one of the essential processes for these images. The classification
process can be fulfilled using machine and deep learning technologies. One of the artificial intelligence
sections is machine learning which relies on coaching computers using real data, which results in
computers making strong predictions for the same form of data as an expert human [1]. One of
machine learning’s important portions is deep learning. The artificial neural networks (ANNs) are the
main ground for deep learning, where remote sensing images classifiers are one of the deep learning
applications [2]. With the availability of cameras with high spatial and spectral resolutions, which can
be located on later satellite versions, remote sensing scenes with very high resolution (VHR) have
emerged. The VHR images in remote sensing have redundancy pixels as a fair outcome, which can
cause an over-fitting problem during coaching using deep learning or machine learning. So, the ANNs
must be improved, and useful features from remote sensing images must be extracted as an initial step
before coaching [3]. The convolution neural networks (CNNs), which have thrilling rapid progress
in computer vision, are inherited from the ANNs but without fully linked layers as the ANNs layers
[4–6]. Classification is an important issue from computer vision issues [6]. The classic networks have
seemed as CNNs deep networks with particular construction, giving rise to rising precisions in the
classification issues. This is due to the need to process materials containing a huge amount of data as
contained in the high-resolution images. Two classic networks have been used as feature extraction in
the proposed methods presented by this paper; the DenseNet 169 and the ResNet 50 models. Many
researchers attempted to reach good predictions for the remote sensing images classifiers. Liu et al.
[7] compared the deep learning classifiers and the support vector machine (SVM) classifier for remote
sensing images. Guo et al. [8] used a sequential classifier and SVM for proposing an effective algorithm
that classifies remote sensing images. Sukawattanavijit et al. [9] used SVM classifier and genetic
algorithm to suggest a remote sensing images classification approach. Liu et al. [10] utilized SVM
classifier and Gustafson–Kessel fuzzy clustering algorithm to propose a novel learning model. This
model has been trained with a few labeled remote sensing images and some unlabeled remote sensing
images. Petropoulos et al. [11] utilized two classifiers, the pixel-based SVM classifier and object-based
classifier, to evaluate the Hyperion sensor performance. Wang et al. [12] elicited convolution features
from the VHR images in remote sensing by utilizing the ResNet 50 model and then concatenated
these convolution features with low-level features to produce input features for the SVM classifier and
then they built their proposed classifier. Jiang et al. [13] elicited 3-D features from the hyperspectral
remote sensing images by utilizing the ResNet 50 model to build their proposal. Natesan et al. [14]
distinguished the forest tree species by utilizing the ResNet 50 model to build their proposed classifier.
The used dataset in their research is formed from RGB images with high resolution. The authors used
an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) fitted with a simple-pitch camera for picking these images. Yang
et al. [15] used super vector coding and ResNet 50 to propose airplanes’ detection approach. Xu et
al. [16] suggested an approach for classifying remote sensing images by utilizing the ResNet 50 model
with a combination of edge and texture maps. Tao et al. [17] improved the accuracy of a remote sensing
images classifier that utilized the DenseNet 169 model. Yang et al. [18] utilized the DenseNet 169 to
construct two CNNs paths for debriefed convolution features from remote sensing images. Zhang et
al. [19] suggested a remote sensing image classifier by utilizing the DenseNet 169 model. They utilized
dense connections to build a small aggregate of convolution kernels to realize many reusable feature
maps. AlAfandy et al. [20] compared four remote sensing images’ classifiers that utilized four classic
networks; the VGG 16, the ResNet 50, the NASNet Mobile, and the DenseNet 169 models. Transfer
learning was done for these networks, and then fully connected (FC) layers were created and retrained.
AlAfandy et al. [21] proposed three remote sensing images’ classifiers based on classic networks and
SVM. They utilized three classic models as features extraction; the VGG 16, the DenseNet 169, and the
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ResNet 50 models. Transfer learning was done for these networks to produce the extracted features;
these features have been invested as input features for SVM models training.

The addressed issue in this article is the complexity of achieving elevated correct predictions
precision in remote sensing images classifiers. Several researchers have suggested solutions to this
issue, but they rely only on machine learning or deep learning. Not many have suggested crossbred
approaches from a mixture of deep learning and machine learning, such as [9,12,21].

This paper aims to propose efficient remote sensing images’ classification methods with high
correct predictions’ accuracies. These methods are based on using two convolution channels for
debriefing the desired features from the remote sensing images by concatenating the outputs of these
convolution channels. These two convolution channels are two deep classic networks with ImageNet
pre-trained weights after transfer learning; these models are the ResNet 50 and DenseNet 169 models.
In these two networks, the transfer learning is done to the output layer’s previous layer, which is the last
hidden layer. These debriefed features have been deemed as input features for two classifiers. One of
these classification methods is a FC layer (an output layer), which has a softmax activation function,
convenient with the used dataset classes. The other classification method is the SVM model. These
classifiers have been trained using remote sensing images datasets. The SIRI-WHU dataset and the
UC Merced land use dataset are utilized for training the proposed models in this paper. There are two
steps to assess the efficiency of these proposals; the first step is comparing the experimental results of
these proposed methods with the antecedent results in [20,21]. This comparative is done by measuring
the overall accuracy (OA) for each classifier. The other step is using the proposed classifiers with their
trained weights to predict the classes of a big remote sensing scene. In the FC model, one additional
test is utilized which is the learning curves plots to determine the hyper-parameters forces.

The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Methods are described in Section 2. In
Section 3, the experimental results and setup are discussed. The conclusion is given in Section 4 and
followed by the declarations and the most relevant references.

2 The Methods

The proposed classifiers, with their structures, are explained in this section. The SVM classifiers
and the invested classic networks in these proposals will be summarized, followed by measuring the
learning model performance as a literature review.

2.1 The Proposed Models

The main backbone in the remote sensing images classification is feature extraction. So, the idea of
the proposed classification methods in this paper is that the concatenation of two convolution channels
outputs is employed to bring out images features. These features are utilized to feed two classifiers as
inputs for coaching these classifiers.

The first channel uses the ResNet 50 model. The other channel uses the DenseNet 169 model. The
first classifier is the creation of a FC layer with softmax activation function, and the other classifier
is the SVM classifier. For the two convolution channels, the transfer learning is done to the output
layer’s previous layer, which is the last hidden layer; the first channel output, according to the ResNet
50 structure, consists of 2048 neurons where the second channel output, according to the DenseNet
169 structure, consists of 1664 neurons. Fig. 1 shows the two convolution channels that used to extract
features.
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Figure 1: The two convolution channels that used to extract features. (a) The first convolution channel
(based on ResNet 50) (b) The second convolution channel (based on DenseNet 169)

The desired extracted features are produced by concatenating the outputs of these two convolution
channels that will be 3712 neurons. The ImageNet pre-trained weights are utilized because a large
amount of data has been needed to train new models of CNNs. Fig. 2 shows the proposed methods.
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Figure 2: The proposed methods. (a) The proposed FC classifier (b) The proposed SVM classifier
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2.2 The Support Vector Machine (SVM)

One of the broad hired machine learning algorithms is the SVM. The SVM algorithm acts as a
regression or classifier. It gives a good separation of classes when used as a supervised classification
model. The basic idea of the SVM classifier is to generate optimal hyper-planes from the training data
by utilizing small statistical theory. These hyper-planes have been created by decision planes that define
decision boundaries [22,23]. The SVM structure is challenging to understand. By building margins
between classes, the hyper-plans distinguish the various classes. The main track to achieve the optimal
SVM classifier is to maximize these margins on both aspects of hyper-planes, especially the nearest
classes. For the SVM classifier, the cost function can be represented as Eq. (1) and the hypothesis
function can be represented as Eq. (2) [22,23]:

JSVM = −C
m∑

i=1

[y(i) log(hθ (x(i))) − (1 − y(i)) log(1 − hθ (x))] + 1
2

n∑
j=1

θ 2
j (1)

hθ (x) =
{

0, θTx ≥ 0
1, θTx < 0 (2)

Fig. 3 shows the SVM classifier [23].
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Figure 3: The SVM classifier [23]

2.3 The ResNet Model

In 2016, He et al. [24] proposed the ResNet 50 models. The authors exhibit a deep residual learning
framework. The authors aim, from their proposal, to facilitate the training of the networks, which are
deeper than previous. This proposed learning framework assists in addressing the degradation prob-
lem. Rather than hoping every small number of stacked layers appropriate the desirable underlying
mapping directly, authors allowed these layers specifically to appropriate a residual mapping.

The idea of ResNet 50 is to create bypass connections that are connecting the deep layers with
bypassing non-linear transformation layers. The block output is the addition of these connections’
outputs and network stack layers’ outputs as Eq. (3) [24]:

H(X) = F(X) + X (3)

where X is the connections’ outputs, F(X) is the network stack layers’ outputs, and H(X) is the block
output. The one building block, ResNet 50, is shown in Fig. 4 [24].
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Figure 4: The one building block ResNet [24]

2.4 The DenseNet Model

In 2017, the DenseNet 169 models were proposed by Huang et al. [25]. The beginning was a study
prepared by authors about the effect of having any links between CNNs layers. Then, the authors
attempted to create deep CNNs with shorter links among substantial layers near the input and those
near the output. The result showed that deep CNNs models that contain shorter links between layers
are effective to train and more precise. The DenseNets have full layers connections. In DenseNets, any
layer has direct connections to other subsequent layers.

So the lth layer obtains the function charts of all previous layers X0 to Xl−1 as Eq. (4) [25]:

Xl = Hl([X0, X1, . . . , Xl−1]) (4)

where [X0, X1, . . . , Xl−1] refers to the feature-map spectrum produced in the layers 0, 1, . . . , l−1. Fig. 5
shows the 5-layers dense block structure [25].

Figure 5: The 5 layers dense block structure [25]

2.5 The Performance Assessment

The efficiency of the learning models is calculated by several matrices. The OA is the widely used
and the main assessment [26,27]. It measures the percentage ratio between test data correct predictions
and all dataset’s test data objects. The OA can be represented as Eq. (5) [26,27].

OA = Number of Correctly Estimations
Total Number of Test Data Objects

× 100 (5)

3 The Experimental Setup and Results

This section illustrates the proposed methods’ experiments setup and results and compares these
proposed methods with previous methods’ results in [20] and [21]. This comparison is established
according to the OA measurements for each model. For the FC layer proposal, to measure the
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competence of this method’s used hyper-parameters, the learning curves have been plotted. The used
datasets for training the proposed classification methods are the SIRI-WHU dataset and the UC
Merced land use dataset. A developed test for the proposed classifier is done by predicting the classes of
a big remote sensing scene using the proposed models with their trained weights. This scene was taken
from the library of the United States Geological Survey (USGS) agency. All of the used datasets’
images are Geo-tiff RGB images where the Geo-tiff RGB images, in remote sensing, are similar to
RGB images [28] with the difference that these images contain the coordinates of the covered area.
The details of these datasets and the big scene will be introduced, followed by the experiment’s setup
and results.

3.1 The UC Merced Land Use Dataset

In 2010, Yang et al. [29] prepared a remote sensing images dataset by the University of California,
Merced and presented this dataset in their conference paper in California, USA. This dataset is a set
of 21 classes, where each class has 100 images with a total 2100 images. These images have 1 square
foot spatial resolution, and 256 × 256 pixels. These images elicited from big images that were gathered
from the National Map Urban Area Imagery combination in the USGS library for different urban
areas around the USA [29]. Fig. 6 displays the UC Merced land use dataset classes’ examples [29].

Figure 6: The UC merced land use dataset classes’ examples [29]

3.2 The SIRI-WHU Dataset

In 2016, Zhao et al. [30] prepared a remote sensing images dataset. This dataset is a collection
of 12 classes where each class has 200 images with a total 2400 images. These images have 2 square
meters spatial resolution, and 200 × 200 pixels. These images elicited from Google Earth (Google
Incorporated) and primarily coated some urban areas in China [30]. Fig. 7 displays the SIRI-WHU
dataset classes’ examples [30].

Figure 7: The SIRI-WHU dataset classes’ examples [30]

3.3 The United States Geological Survey (USGS)

The USGS is a geological survey agency in the USA created in 1879 by an act of Congress. It
has the longest record of collecting free satellite, aerial, and UAV images [31]. In this paper, a big
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scene had been taken from the USGS remote sensing images library to do a developed test for the
proposed methods. This scene was captured by a Leica ADS80 SH81/82 aerial camera. The area of
interest for this scene is an urban area in Colorado, USA. The coordinates, using the UTM projections,
of this scene are west longitude −10504049797◦W, north latitude 39.13717499◦N, east longitude
−104.25949638◦W, and south latitude 38.62121438◦N. This scene has 24-bit depth, 5000 × 5000 pixels
resolution, and spatial resolution 1 square feet & 6 square inches. Fig. 8 shows the used big scene that
had been taken from the USGS.

Figure 8: The used big scene that had been taken from the USGS

3.4 The Experimental Setup

To encourage artificial intelligence research, and by extension deep learning and machine learning,
Google Incorporated created a cloud service called Google colab. Google colab is a virtual machine
(VM), which Google Incorporated hosts on its servers [32]. This VM draws on a 2.3 GHz 2-cores Xeon
CPU, Tesla K80 GPU with 12 GB memory, 33 GB HDD, and 13 GB RAM. This system is equipped
with Python 3.3.9 tools. This VM takes 90 min to be idle; where it’s most excellent lifetime is 12 h
[32]. Google colab has been utilized to perform all tests in this paper. An ADSL internet line, which
has 4 Mbps speed, is employed to connect with the Google colab through a laptop formed of CPU
Intel® coreTM i5-450M @2.4 GHz, 6 GB RAM, and the 64-bit Windows 7 operating system.. About
the used pre-trained classic networks, the input image shape oughtn’t to be smaller than 200 × 200 × 3
and not larger than 300 × 300 × 3. For getting effective results, it must be applied preprocessing on the
input images before extracting features with the convolution channels. The preprocessing operation
can differ according to the desired convolution network; it can be matched with the used preprocessing
steps applied on ImageNet images while training these convolution networks’ weights. The used classic
networks by this research have forms (224, 224, 3) inputs and 1000 neurons that are contained in the
output layer with the agreement of ImageNet images and classes, which have shape (224, 224, 3) and
1000 classes [33]. After extracting the features from the dataset images by utilizing the two convolution
channels, the extracted features dataset must be split into three portions before training the FC layer
classifier; 60% training set, 20% validation set, and 20% testing set. On the other hand, the extracted
features dataset must be split into two portions before training the SVM classifier; 80% training set and
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20% testing set. It has to be noted that the FC hyper-parameters values and the SVM coefficients had
been regulated by iterations and self-intuitiveness. The desired preprocessing procedures applied to
remote sensing images are the diversion to the BGR mode before extracting features with the ResNet
50 model and the normalization before extracting features with the DenseNet 169 model. The required
extracted remote sensing images’ features have been achieved by concatenating these two convolution
models’ outputs. These extracted features have been utilized for training the FC layer and the SVM
classifiers as input features. For the first proposal, which utilize the FC layer training, the start is the
input layer with 3712 neurons, a ReLU activation layer is appended, then a dropout regularization
layer, with rate 0.88, is appended, and then a softmax activation FC layer is appended as an output
layer, with taking into account the output layer neurons must match the used dataset classes. The
learning rate value is 0.001 for utilizing the SIRI-WHU dataset and the learning rate value is 0.1 for
using the UC Merced land use dataset. The training procedure is repeated for 200 epochs with batch
size = 64 and using the Adam optimizer algorithm. Other hyper-parameters are set like the defaults
in Keras open source library. For the second proposal, which utilizes the SVM classifier training, the
penalty value is 8. For utilizing the UC Merced land use dataset, the kernel coefficient (Gamma) is
9e-5 and the kernel coefficient (Gamma) is 9e-4 for utilizing the SIRI-WHU dataset. Other SVM
coefficients are set like the defaults in the Scikit-learn open source library. These experiments are
done using open source libraries; Keras for deep learning and Scikit-learn for machine learning. The
proposed methods are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

3.5 The Experimental Results

The first proposal, which utilizes the FC layer, is trained using 60% from the dataset as training
data and 20% from the dataset as validation data. The loss and accuracy values for training data
and validation data are used for plotting the learning curves during FC layer training epochs. These
learning curves are shown in Fig. 9a for training by UC Merced land use dataset and (b) for training by
the SIRI-WHU dataset, which offers the loss and the accuracy graphs. The learning curves, especially
the loss curves, can emerge the epochs that have realized the minimum validation loss. Then the
proposed model can be retrained and repeated for epochs equal the epochs that realized the minimal
validation loss using the same hyper-parameters by utilized the collections of training and validation
data, which are 80% from the dataset, as the new training dataset for both datasets. The test dataset,
which is 20% of the used dataset, is exploited for measuring the OA to gauge the classifier’s efficiency.
Fig. 10 offers the comparison based on the OA calculations for the proposed model that utilizes the
FC layer and other models mentioned in [20] with both datasets.

As shown from results, the proposed method’s OA values are greater than those for the other
methods for both used datasets. The OA values’ differences between the proposed classifier that
utilized the FC layer and the ResNet 50 is 0.014 for training with the UC Merced land use dataset,
with spatial resolution 1 square feet, and 0.007 for training with the SIRI-WHU dataset, with spatial
resolution 21 square foot & 76 square inches. It means that the concatenation of two or more
convolution features from remote sensing images can guide to the improvement of the understanding
of the images that have the high spatial resolution is better than the improvement of the understanding
of the images that have low spatial resolution when using these extracted features with FC layer
classifiers as input features.

The second proposal, which utilizes the SVM classifier, is trained using 80% of the used dataset
as training data. The test dataset, which is 20% of the used dataset, is exploited for measuring the OA
to gauge the classifier’s efficiency. Fig. 11 offers the comparison based on the OA calculations for the
proposed model that utilizes the SVM classifier and other models mentioned in [21] with both datasets.
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Figure 9: The loss and the accuracy learning graphs for training the proposal with FC layer model (a)
Utilizing the UC merced land use dataset (b) Utilizing the SIRI-WHU dataset
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As shown from results, the proposed method’s OA values are greater than those for the other
methods for both used datasets. The OA values’ differences between the proposed classifier utilized by
the SVM classifier and the ResNet-SVM are 0.01 for training with the UC Merced land use dataset,
with spatial resolution 1 square feet. There is no difference for training with the SIRI-WHU dataset,
with spatial resolution 21 square foot & 76 square inches. It means that the proposed classifier is more
precise than other SVM classifiers that depend on input features extracted by utilizing one convolution
channel only. On the other hand, the concatenation of two or more convolution features from remote
sensing images can guide to the improvement of the understanding of the images that have a high
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spatial resolution but can’t affect the understanding of the images that have a low spatial resolution
when using these extracted features for SVM classifiers as input features.
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Figure 11: The OA for the proposed SVM method and other state of art methods in [21] for both
datasets

The proposed methods’ results illustrate that the proposed classifier utilized the FC layer is more
accurate than the proposed classifier utilized the SVM. On the other hand, the other classifiers based
on the SVM are more accurate than the other classifiers that depend on the FC layer. So, in using
convolution multi-channels to elicit features from the remote sensing images, the use of the FC layers
is better than the use of the SVM classifiers for building the remote sensing images classifiers. Also the
proposed methods’ results illustrate that there is an opposite relationship between the dataset image
resolution and the OA and another opposite relationship between the dataset number of classes and
the OA. This is deduced from the fact that the training and testing with the UC Merced land use dataset
with spatial resolution 1 square feet and contains 21 classes offered lower OA than the training and
testing with the SIRI-WHU dataset with spatial resolution 21 square foot & 76 square inches and
contains 12 classes.

It must be noticed that the used hyper-parameters, like the optimization function, regularization,
learning rate, batch size, penalty, and kernel coefficient (Gamma), in training the previous work models
give low OA when used in training the proposed models and vice versa. Likewise, the used hyper-
parameters, like the optimization function, regularization, learning rate, batch size, penalty, and kernel
coefficient, in training the proposed models with the UC Merced land use dataset give low OA when
used in training the proposed models with the SIRI-WHU dataset and vice versa. So, there is no way
to use the same hyper-parameters that are used in training a classification model in training other
classification models. Each classification model has its own hyper-parameters to give the best correct
predictions.

3.6 The Big Scene Understanding

This section presents a developed test for the proposed classifiers in this article. This test is done
by utilizing the proposed models with their trained weights to predict the classes of a big remote
sensing scene that is mentioned in Section 3.3. This scene has been divided into small blocks for three
prediction processes; 625 blocks with each block 200 × 200, 2500 blocks with each block 100 × 100,
and 10000 blocks with each block 50 × 50. The predictions are made using the two proposed models
and each using their trained weights by the two datasets; the SIRI-WHU dataset and the UC Merced
land use dataset. Figs. 12 and 13 show the predictions using the proposed models trained with the UC
Merced land use dataset. Figs. 14 and 15 show the predictions using the proposed models trained with
the SIRI-WHU dataset.
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Figure 12: Using the proposed FC layers model that be trained using the UC merced land use dataset
(a) 200 × 200 blocks (b) 100 × 100 blocks (c) 50 × 50 blocks

Figure 13: Using the proposed SVM model that be trained using the UC merced land use dataset (a)
200 × 200 blocks (b) 100 × 100 blocks (c) 50 × 50 blocks

Figure 14: Using the proposed FC layers model that be trained using the SIRI-WHU dataset (a)
200 × 200 blocks (b) 100 × 100 blocks (c) 50 × 50 blocks

As shown from visual inspection of the classified scene, the trained models using the SIRI-WHU
datasets result in very low correct predictions. It can be considered that because the used big scene’s
spatial resolution is higher than the used dataset images’ spatial resolution. There are also some classes
in this scene that don’t exist in the used dataset images. Using the UC Merced land use datasets,
the trained models result in accepted correct predictions, especially in roads and river classes. On the
other hand, the FC model results in a little better accurate predictions than the SVM model. It can be
considered that because the used big scene’s spatial resolution is near to the used dataset images’ spatial
resolution where the used scene has 1 square feet & 6 square inches spatial resolution. The UC Merced
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land use dataset images have 1 square foot spatial resolution. All of the scene classes, except pond class,
exist in the used dataset images. The source of the UC Merced land use dataset images is similar to
the source of the big scene which these dataset images are elicited from big images gathered from the
National Map Urban Area Imagery combination in the USGS library for different urban areas around
the USA that captured by an aerial camera. The big scene is taken from the USGS library of remote
sensing images that was captured by an aerial camera. The CNNs give high edge detection, and then
it explains to us the good correct predictions for roads and rivers. Dividing this big scene into 50 × 50
blocks gives better predictions by visual inspection because the 50 × 50 blocks are considered more
specified images. Even if the training and testing with low spatial resolution remote sensing images
datasets give greater OA than the training and testing with high spatial resolution remote sensing
images datasets. Still, it is preferred to train classification models using higher spatial resolution remote
sensing images datasets to get accepted correct predictions ratio when using these trained models to
predict any other scenes. On the other hand, it is necessary to use trained classification models using
dataset images taken from a similar source of the scenes, which require predictions for its classes, to
get accepted correct predictions ratio.

Figure 15: Using the proposed SVM model that be trained using the SIRI-WHU dataset (a) 200 × 200
blocks (b) 100 × 100 blocks (c) 50 × 50 blocks

4 Conclusion

This paper proposed two efficient methods for classifying remote sensing images. These proposals
consisted of two stages; extracting convolution features and training the classifiers using these
extracted features. Convolution features extraction was done by concatenating two convolution
models’ outputs, with ImageNet pre-trained weights, after transfer learning; the ResNet 50 model, and
the DenseNet 169 model. These elicited features were used as input features for two classifiers; the FC
and the SVM classifiers. The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed methods had high
accuracy and revealed their superiority to the other classifiers. The proposed models with their trained
weights were used to predict a big scene’s classes. The trained weights with the UC Merced land use
dataset resulted in accepted correct predictions, but the trained weights with the SIRI-WHU dataset
resulted in very limited predictions. This result revealed that it is necessary to train the remote sensing
images classifiers with dataset images taken from the similar source of scenes that require predictions
for its classes. On the other hand, it is preferred to train models with high spatial resolution dataset
images.
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